2nd Grade Alternative Learning Days - Week 3 WorkBoard

Day 1

Reading

Math

Writing

PE/Music

*Journeys Lesson 25 From Seed to Plant &
related items in the
lesson
(See the bottom of this
page for RN pages)
*Read for at least 30
minutes from a chapter
book from home, the bag
or Epic

*Complete an adding paper
from your bag or the picture
attached. Print it or copy
them, whatever works for
you. (If it is a full sheet, do
half of it today)

Type and send me an
email about your
weekend. What did you
do and with who? Did
you have fun?

Music: Search on Youtube,
¨Learning Station-- Herman
the Worm Popular Nursery
Rhyme Playlist.¨ Select the
one that is 60 minutes long.
(This may take 2-3 days. It is
a fun brain break.)

Choose 8 spelling words
and write sentences
using the words.
(These are in your RN
for this week’s story)

PE:: Do your usual exercises.
Go on a bike ride, run, and
play outside or have a dance
party.

Use each vocabulary
word from your Journeys
story in a complete
sentence. Remember
capital letters and end
marks!

Music: Search on Youtube,
¨Learning Station -- I Know
an Old Lady Who Swallowed
a Fly¨ Select the one that is
5 minutes and 22 seconds.
Can you name all things she
swallows in order? Will she
swallow a horse? I hope

*Math book - pg 196
*XTra Math
*Freckle

*Kids A-Z
Day 2

*Journeys - From Seed to
Plant
*Read a nonfiction book
and make a list of at least
five things that you
learned. Make a Google
slide with pictures

Day 3

*Complete a subtraction
paper from your bag or the
picture attached.
(If it is a full sheet, do half of
it today)
*Math book -pg 197
(Google polygons for help)

*Reading Eggs

*XTra Math
*Prodigy

*Journeys - From Seed to
Plant

Math book - 198 & 199
Google quadrilateral for
more information

*Read a fiction bookwhat happened, where,
when, why & who - Write
about these questions or
make slides, your choice.

*Practice counting a handful
of change -P,N,D & Q
*XTra Math

Parent
Signature/Date

*Epic
Day 4

*Journeys - From Seed to
Plant
*Think Central - Grammar
& Phonics assessment
*Read for at least 30
minutes from the chapter
book in your bag.

not!!!
Complete an addition or
subtraction paper from your
bag or attached picture.
(If it is a full sheet, do half of
it today)

Read a Scholastic
News. Complete the
back page and list 3
things that you found
interesting.

*Math book - pg 200

https://sn2.scholastic.co
m/

*XTra Math
*Freckle

*Freckle ELA

Day 5

*Think Central - Comp &
Vocab assessment
*Create a diagram of the
lifecycle of a plant or
plant a seed and record
what you see as it grows
*Online Choice

*Math book - pg 201
Use a recipe and bake or
cook with someone.
*XTra math
*Prodigy

PE: Do your usual exercises.
Go on a bike ride, run and
play outside, or have a dance
party with your family.

This is the link for more
issues. Our class access
code is:
Northrup23!
(This is for 2W also)
Top 5 List Make a list of your
favorite moments or
activities since you have
been home from school.

Music: Search on Youtube,
¨musicexpress john
jacobson¨ and select the
choreography video to
¨Happy¨ by Pharrell. Learn
the choreography and teach
it to a family member.
***There are lots of videos to
choose from if you want to do
another sometime.. Have fun!

FYI - The Think Central site for Journeys allows students to listen to the story from the “Library” section. This is a great option for the
first couple of days for the story. Students know how to login to this.
RN pages for Lesson 25: 142-156, complete at a pace that is comfortable for your student. Make necessary changes to make it more
kid-friendly (ie: write correct words on the line, and not the entire s

